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L’Atelier d’Argentine proudly announces a second Montreal location
Montreal, August 18th 2015 - After three successful years in Vieux-Port, the team behind L’Atelier
d’Argentine has today announced the opening of a second Montreal venue. Led by award
winning Executive Chef Natalia Machado and General Manager Jean-Bernard Forgues,
L’Atelier d’Argentine has over the last three years established itself as an authentic showcase
of the contemporary dining scene and will continue the true and very female friendly menu
approach to a quality-led steakhouse in the new venue.
The new Ville-Marie Collection is making space for L’Atelier d’Argentine Downtown in the
premises previously occupied by KYOZON, which is in turn slated to open in premises in VieuxPort next year.
“We are beyond excited to open this new location and offer the same great value for money
experience in these amazing premises Downtown” says Natalia Machado. Natalia is now being
joined by Buenos-Aires born Chef de Cuisine Juan-Pablo Rey Nores, who recently moved to
Montreal from a long and storied career in South America and the Middle East. Juan-Pablo
grew up in Argentina, where he spent five years cooking with Francis Mallmann in both his
restaurant in Buenos Aires and in Jose Ignacio in Uruguay, before venturing on an 8-year long
career journey over Brazil, Dominican Republic and the Middle East with a final Montreal
destination.
L’Atelier d’Argentine Downtown will open its doors Wednesday August 19th, 2015 and will initially
be offering lunch and dinner Tuesday to Saturday till late. Limited time introductory offers
include an amazing $16 2-course lunch Table d’hôte menu and a 3-course dinner menu starting
at $22.
L’Atelier d’Argentine
L’Atelier d’Argentine is a next-generation female friendly steakhouse. The authenticity to contemporary
Argentinean cuisine is core to experience as if torn out of the heart of Buenos Aires. The restaurant menu is
modern, ingredient-led with strong references in regional cuisine and in Argentina’s prevalent European heritage
and influences. The subtle and understated references to Argentina through entertainment, wine, service and
atmospheric contemporary environment creates a truly unique and genuine experience.
Ville-Marie Collection
Ville-Marie Collection is a boutique hospitality company specializing in multidimensional and cutting edge dining
and drinking experiences. From its home in the culturally colourful and diverse Montreal, the Ville-Marie Collection
owns, operates, franchises, consults and manages businesses and venues across North America, Europe and the
Middle East. Derived from the original TNG and Stambac International, Ville-Marie Collection is owned and
operated by its three key executives and partners; Brian Bendix, Christopher Nacos and Steven Elefant. The VilleMarie Collection is a proud supporter of Cedars CanSupport, helping cancer patients and their families, one
person at a time.
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